Introduction
Image acquisition with a CCD camera is a single-press-button activity: after selecting exposure time and adjusting illumination, a button is pressed and the acquired image is perceived as the final, unmodified proof of what was seen in the microscope. Thus it is generally assumed that the image processing steps of e.g., "darkcurrent correction" and "gain normalization" do not alter the information content of the image, but rather eliminate unwanted artifacts.
Image quality therefore is, among a long list of other parameters, defined by the dynamic range of the CCD camera as well as the maximum allowable exposure time depending on sample drift (ignoring sample damage). Despite the fact that most microscopists are satisfied with present, standard image quality, we found that it is a relatively easy to improve on existing routines in at least two aspects [1] : 1. Suppression of lateral image drift during acquisition by using significantly shorter exposure times with a plurality of exposures (3D-data set). 2. Improvement in the Signal/Noise ratio by averaging over a given data set by exceeding the dynamic range of the camera.
Background
Images recorded in an electron microscope are usually bandwidth limited. This can be verified easily by taking a Fourier transform (FFT) of a given image and checking that no structures contribute visibly at the outer edges of the Fourier transform (also known as the Nyquist limit [2] ). Otherwise, the image could contain artifacts and should be discarded if in doubt. For the following, it will be assumed that the acquired images are of reasonable quality and thus inherently bandwidth limited at the Nyquist limit.
As a reminder, a digital image consists of M×N, usually quadratic, pixels with distance d between consecutive pixels in x-and y-direction. Most importantly: each pixel represents a point and not an image area! This little detail sometimes is conveniently overlooked (mostly without causing any damage), but should be remembered when the relation between the image intensity I(x,y) as a function of x-and y-coordinates, versus the pixel values P m,n that represent the intensity function at selected points with coordinates (m,n) needs to be considered.
The latter could, in principle, be arranged in reality by using a camera with a very small active area (but the resulting detection quantum efficiency (DQE) would become prohibitively low requiring extremely long exposure times).
At this point we are set up for using Shannon's sampling theorem [2] . Simply formulated it states that: if all spatial frequencies that contribute to I(x,y) within the camera area are sampled below the Nyquist limit, then the function I(x,y) is uniquely defined for this area. This means, that by recording a decent image, we not only know the image intensity at the points P m,,n , but at any point within the area of the CCD camera according to Shannon's law (and the requirements already discussed). Once it is clear how to obtain the P m+a,n+b from the P m,n (with a and b as real numbers) it will be possible to align images within a fraction of a pixel accurately, if the lateral offset between consecutive images is known.
Determining Shift Between Consecutive Images
The standard routine for determining a shift (or lateral offset) between images is the cross-correlation function. The literature on this issue is overwhelming and plenty of good scholarly articles can be found directly on the Internet. In many cases, additional filters (e.g., Apodization windows) are being used to reduce potential artifacts and increase the accuracy of the method. It may be sufficient to point out here that for the specific purpose of this article images are expected to shift within reason (i.e., significantly less than ¼ of the image area) and not change during the total acquisition time frame (i.e., no sample damage or defocus). Under these circumstances, the cross-correlation function yields generally excellent and reliable results and these functions are implemented in HoloWorks transparently and normally don't require user interaction.
Shifting Images With Sub-Pixel Accuracy
This question was answered essentially in [3] and the reader inclined to review the mathematics is recommended to read these articles. However, there it was only shown how to shift a Fourier transform by an arbitrary amount. Luckily, the mathematics for shifting a Fourier transform or shifting an image in real space is essentially the same. For a basic understanding it may be sufficient to realize that if the FFT of an image (which has complex value data) is multiplied by a phase wedge in x-direction ( cos(m φ / M), i sin(m φ / M) ), the resulting inverse FFT will provide an image that is shifted in real space. For example, if the phase wedge is in x-direction only and the slope is linear and increases from 0 to 2π from left to right (φ = 2π), then the resulting image shift in real space is exactly 1 pixel (within computational accuracies). Obviously, fractions of pixel shifts are obtained by fractions of 2π. Therefore, correcting a known image shift entails two Fourier transforms and one multiplication. This is a rapid process and usually takes significantly less than 1s per image.
Experimental Set-up
The experiment was performed on an FEI Titan™ TEM with an image C S corrector at 300keV. On these instruments specifically, the illumination system is extremely stable and changes in the illuminating wave front (especially its phase) are smaller by at least an order of magnitude compared to conventional TEMs [4] .
First, the camera was started in its "continuous" acquisition mode with a binning factor of 2 and an exposure time t of 1s. The magnification was chosen carefully to avoid aliasing while recording the largest possible field of view. Therefore, the bandwidth limit of the acquired images is close to the Nyquist limit but does not exceed it. Using HoloWorks' 3D acquisition routine, 50 images were acquired within a 3D data stack (containing 50 "slices") thus avoiding cluttering of the screen with 50 individual images. Once the image acquisition was complete, the averaging routine (provided also by HoloWorks) was started and within a minute returned details about 1) the offset between images, 2) an aligned stack where all slices are aligned laterally and 3) the averaged, noise-improved image.
Since the cumulative data acquisition "piggybacks" onto the continuous data acquisition of the DigitalMicrograph camera, independence is assured, at least within the framework of DM. As a precaution, the aligned 3D-data stack was inspected visually at a zoom factor of 4 for verification of the alignment process and no problems were found. The data were acquired with a binning factor of 2.
Results
In Fig. 1 , the results from the experiment are displayed: the contrast range for the high resolution images is based on their respective histogram for a decent contrast range selection-i.e., the default setting within DM. The contrast range for the Fourier images however was fixed for all images in the image inserts for better comparison.
At the top of Fig. 1 , the first of the 50 images (with its corresponding Fourier image insert) is displayed. A slight astigmatism is visible in the Fourier image. In the middle, the result from simply averaging all 50 images without alignment is displayed. The sample was drifting at an average rate of 0.028nm/s; see data in Fig. 2) , the typical effect of smearing is visible and the corresponding Fourier image (insert) confirms the loss of information in the main drift direction.
In the continuation of Fig. 1 on this page, the result from averaging the 50 images after a successful lateral alignment is displayed. Its corresponding Fourier image displays a significantly higher quality than the Fourier image of just one slice. Especially the shape function of each crystal which is convoluted around each of the peaks in the Fourier image has become much clearer and high-frequency noise is greatly suppressed in general. 
Application of the Method
Having a simple and straight forward method at hand for acquiring optimum high resolution images despite drift is certainly a convenience factor for any TEM laboratory and can result in significant time savings. In addition, quantitative information about sample drift is helpful when deciding what to do. For example, if it is clear that the specimen drift is slowing down, a short wait might be preferred over averaging. If the drift shows random behavior, averaging might be the only solution. As a rule of thumb, drift should not exceed ¼ of the desired resolution. And having a simple process at hand for acquiring, aligning and averaging e.g., 10 images, this essentially reduces the specimen stability requirements by a factor of 10. In addition, the dynamic range of the camera was effectively expanded from 16 bit to almost 22 bit with potential interesting applications for the acquisition of diffraction patterns while not blocking the central peak.
Further Possibilities
Given the rather stable illumination wave front of e.g., a Titan TEM microscope [4] , the signal/noise ratio of high resolution images can be improved markedly beyond what is possible from a single shot limited by the dynamic range of CCD cameras. As the signal/noise ratio improves in the image, it also improves in the Fourier images. Under these circumstances, the shape factors of crystals play an increasing role and crystals with sharp edges and/ or sides that are parallel to the electron beam create so-called sidelobes for the diffracted beams: the Fourier transform of the shape function is convoluted around the diffracted beams.
In Figure 3 , left, the peak corresponding to a (-111) beam for a Au crystal oriented in the [110] direction as obtained from the averaged final aligned and averaged image in Figure 1 is displayed. Clearly the peak is convoluted with the shape function of the crystal creating that peak and after isolating the peak with an aperture and an inverse Fourier transform the crystal forming the peak is visible and displayed in Figure 3 , bottom right. For orientation, the corresponding area from the original image is inserted just above. A thin, dark black line across the crystal is clearly visible. By measuring the width of the line using a linescan displayed in Figure 4 , the width of the line is found to correspond to a lattice spacing of ~0.23nm which supports the assumption that one atomic layer of the Au crystal is astray.
The high contrast (~10:1) for the dark line in Figure 4 can only be obtained with a C s corrected microscope, because the point spread function caused by the aberrations is sufficiently small to not eradicate this line. Also contributing to the shape of the intensity profile is the size of the aperture used to isolate the peak which can become an issue if the aperture has to be significantly smaller to isolate a certain peak.
Known Limitations
Since data sets are limited by the amount of available RAM, the upper limit for the number of images to be stored will differ for different systems. To find the upper limit for a given system is simple, as in the case of insufficient memory, a simple message "Not enough memory" occurs without causing any further trouble. Sample drift in z-direction (perpendicular to image plane) unfortunately cannot be corrected by this method nor can changes of crystal orientation or any other changes to the sample under the electron beam.
Conclusion
When there are sample drift problem during TEM image acquisition, image quality can not be improved by extended exposure times. Our experiments showed however that image quality can be improved significantly by drift correction via automated data acquisition and averaging even for drift conditions (due to e.g., room temperature instabilities). This method was successfully demonstrated on a C S corrected TEM where low sample drift is a requirement for high quality data. Given further improvements in signal/noise ratio it may be possible to not only relate the diffraction spots to a certain crystal, but also to obtain information about the crystal's 3D geometry. n 
